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Byron Life And Legend Fiona
Coryat had observed Italian life keenly and recorded his impressions minutely, while Milton had frequented the learned academies (where he won approval for... 2 Byron’s ethnographic eye: the poet ...
Byron and Italy
A banknote unearthed by The Observer sheds new light on Lord Byron's generosity and commitment to the Greek War of Independence.
Lord Byron’s Donation to the Greek Cause Unearthed Two Centuries Later
MasterChef winner Larissa Takchi had the perfect recipe for love when she wed her childhood sweetheart Luke Dominello in a day that celebrated not only their romance but the importance of family.
Melbourne VIP: Weddings, announcements and events with Fiona Byrne
Nino MacDonald addressed Byron Shire Council at its meeting on Thursday to encourage it to support calls for a memorial bench to acknowledge the contributions of his late wife, Judy. "During the 18 ...
Judy MacDonald gave a lot to her community, now Byron Shire Council will let them honour her
The Byron Center High School Jazz Band has been nominated for the prestigious Essentially Ellington Award. The band is among 15 across the nation nominated for the competition and festival — hosted by ...
Byron Center HS Jazz Band up for national honor
Byron's mayor has weighed in about a proposed reality television program focused on "influencers" in the region.
Byron mayor Simon Richardson shares concerns about planned Netflix reality show Byron Baes
IT’S possible to sleepover in a national park, feasting on campfire cuisine and spinning stories by the fire, without having to tackle a tent.
Gold Coast Getaways: Nightcap Ridge, Byron Bay offers glamorous national park sleepover
This funding is an important step in the rejuvenation of Australia’s arts sector from COVID-19,’ said Minister Fletcher.
Latest batch of RISE funding allocates $25 million across the nation
Our enduring love of vampires - the bad boys (and girls) of paranormal fantasy - has persisted for centuries. Despite being bloodthirsty, heartless killers, ...
A History of the Vampire in Popular Culture (Kindle)
ABC News announced it will debut a special four-hour documentary series on the life of boxing legend Mike Tyson.
ABC News enters ring with special 4-hour documentary series 'Mike Tyson: The Knockout,' detailing life of boxing legend
Brisbane Comedy Festival returns for 2021 with a star-studded line-up hitting the river city for three weeks. It’s a packed programme of sizzling highlights featuring homegrown heroes, repeat ...
Brisbane Comedy Festival 2021 Programme
Each month we add 20 new songs to our Spotify playlist. Read about 10 of our favourites here – and subscribe on Spotify, which updates with the full list at the start of each month ...
The Scientists, L-Fresh the Lion, Holiday Sidewinder: Australia’s best new music for May
The Dublin resident has been telling stories in verse for more than 40 years and finally decided to take the plunge on his first book, dubbed “Canvas.” “I’ve always wanted to write a book,” said ...
Dublin Author Publishes First Volume of Poetry, Entitled "Canvas"
Getty Hallmark Channel is now airing Christmas movies every Thursday and Friday. H allmark Channel is known for feel-good family films, romantic comedies with happy endings, and most of all, Christmas ...
Hallmark Is Now Airing Christmas Movies All Year Long
Follow a magical trail of unexpectedly related facts, join kick-off with the famous Dick, Kerr ladies’ football team, bask in the poetry of summertime, and peep between the pages of Henry VII’s secret ...
Fantastic facts, football legends and horrible history by various authors - book reviews
This arts and entertainment calendar updates weekly and lists events and things to do in and around Louisville, from concerts to theater shows & more ...
Louisville shows this week: Casting Crowns, Connecting for a Cause, MO5AIC & more
YouTube is lining up more original docuseries and has teamed up with Will Smith and Alicia Keys on separate projects for its latest programming lineup. The digital platform unveiled a swathe of ...
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Will Smith & Alicia Keys Docuseries Lead Latest YouTube Originals Lineup
Tag along with AFENDS and the Byron Bay musos… Keeping up their initiative that seeks to elevate local artists, AFENDS have linked up with longtime mates Seaside for Volume 3 of Create Not Destroy.
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